
Why are we talking about 

problem solving ? 
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We want to 

focus 

“PROACTIVELY

” with a Trained 

Workforce 

We often focus 

“REACTIVELY 

FIRE FIGHT” to 

get our 

Processes back 

on line 

8-Steps 
Why are our 

processes 

falling in the 

River?? 
Maint En

g 

TL 

Team 



Steps in Problem Solving 
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Let’s think “Quality Problem solving” 

1. Why problem solving is necessary? 

We have to make good parts continuously to achieve customer satisfaction. 

So, our target is zero defect.  

We need to keep going to solve the problems until achieve zero defect. 

JNA・QM 

2. What is the important point to solve quality problem? 

(1) First, we have to investigate why we made no good parts and why we 

shipped to customer. 

(2) When we use 5 why analysis for the problem, we will understand this is 

not only production responsibility. 

(3) If problem is related to parts design issue or process design issue, we need 

to review parts drawing or operation drawing. 

(4) If problem is related to “Hard to do job” or “Hard to keep the rule”, we 

need to review the standardized work and training method. 

(5) If we do not think like this, we will have same problem again. 
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Step of Quality problem solving 

1. Select theme 

(1) What kind of quality problem? 

① Customer complaint 

・Market claim ・Quality Problem Report 

② In-process defect 

・Supplier parts problem ・In-house parts problem  

③ Past quality problem 

④ Assumed problems 

⑤ New problem ( New material, New system, New parts ) 

There are many kinds of 

quality problems 

(2) Which problem do you need to solve first? 

① Think of your responsibility and make priority 

・Market claim 

・New parts problem 

・Mass production problem 

② Match resources with expectation 

・Current customer complaint 

・Current big problem for company 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 

・Alone 

・With team 

・Must finish in short term 

・Must finish even if it takes long time 
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2. Make clear the problem 

(1) The gap between current condition and best condition 

① Durability ( Market claim, Durability test problem ) 

② Function ( Performance test NG, Leak test NG ) 

③ Design drawing standard ( Out of standard ) 

(2) Important problem?  Emergency problem? 

① Safety problem for customer 

② Regulation problem 

③ Continuous problem 

(3) Related Functional Area (Who do you involve) 

① Who is the related division to promote prevention of recurrence and 

standardized? ( PE, Design, etc. ) 

② Decide the responsibility ( Who should be lead? ) 

④ Customer satisfaction ( Customer complain even if within standard ) 

④ Unique problem 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 
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3. Grasp the status through investigation 

(1) What is the problem? 

① Who? What? When? Where? How?  

② Recall / Regulation / Productivity / Loss cost 

(2) Summarize current data and information 

① Market claim information, return parts investigation result 

② Information from customer 

③ In-process defect information and data 

(3) Compare OK/NG Parts and OK/NG process  

① Design problem ( Check the drawing ) 

② Process design problem ( Check the operation drawing ) 

③ Production problem ( Check the standardized work, operation manual, 

control method ) 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 
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4. Make the target 

(1) What is the KPI? 

① Market claim ( Defect ratio, Cost ) 

② The number of QPR 

(2) How to decide the due date? 

① To meet every need 

② To divide temporary countermeasure and permanent countermeasure 

③ In-process defect ( Quantity, Ratio, Cost ) 

(3) How to finish? 

① If permanent C/M is difficult, temporary C/M may be final 

② Prevention of recurrence, standardized and yokoten must be final 

③ Modify design drawing standard may be final 

・Alternative KPI 

 ① Establish Ryohin Jyoken 

  ② Make or review standard 

③ To divide interim target and final target 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 
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5. Problem analysis 

(1) To find out the cause of problem ( Make clear the mechanism ) 

① 5 why 

 ③ FMEA, QA network evaluation 

(2) Visibility of abnormality 

① What happened? Take data by using machinery and equipment 

② If individual parts are OK – confirm the assembled parts condition 

 ④ Turn the problem on and off 

① If you can’t reproduce the problem, Make a big change to better 

understand the problem. 

② Use accelerated test, and test with bad condition 

③ If you can’t reproduce the problem, then prove the assumption. 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 

(3) Reproduction test 

 ② Fault tree analysis 
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(1) Meet customer satisfaction 

① Zero defect 

② Reduce the fluctuation 

(2) Effectively & efficiently 

① Must be good result 

② Need balance with cost 

③ Improve the average & distribution 

(3) Speed 

① Keep the due date 

② Decide the responsibility 

③ Follow the schedule with all member 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 

6. Countermeasure 
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7. Confirm the effect 

(1) Check the result 

① Achieve the target? 

② Achieve the expected result? 

(2) Analysis of the result 

① If the result is not enough, need to analyze the reason why not achieved   

② If the result is not enough, go back to the assumption and start the 

investigation again 

③ Achieve customer satisfaction? 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 

③ If the result is good, need to analyze the reason why you achieved 
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8. Prevention of recurrence, standardized 

(1) Prevention of recurrence 

① Can problem never happen again with this countermeasure? 

② Did you achieve the target of QA network? 

(2) Standardized & yokoten 

① Should be a standard that can be adopted anywhere 

② Yokoten to similar process and same process of other lines 

③ Can you keep the countermeasure continuously? 

(3) Modify design drawing, operation drawing 

① Prevention of recurrence for new parts & new project  

② For yokoten in the world 

2. Make clear the 

problem 

3. Grasp the  

status 

4. Make the 

target 

5. Problem 

analysis 

6. 

Countermeasure 

7. Confirm 

the effect 

8. Prevention of 

recurrence, 

Standardized 

1. Select 

theme 
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